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TAYLOR MADE PRODUCTS TO DISPLAY CLEAR VUE LIGHTING
AND DOCK EDGING AT IBEX 2016
GLOVERSVILLE, N.Y. – Oct. 5, 2016 – At the 2016 International BoatBuilders’
Exhibition and Conference (IBEX), Taylor Made Products will be showcasing new ClearVue
LED Lighting and dock edging for the marine industry.
The Clearvue LED Lighting line consists of a dock light, square post light and side post
light. The dock light can be easily mounted to any flat surface along the dock. It provides a warm
white LED light that has a run time of up to 8 hours. The square post light is designed to set on a
4” x 4” post to provide light from above on docks. The clear plastic lens ensures durability while
still allowing the solar panel to properly charge. The side post light is designed to mount on the
side of any post to shine light directly on to docking surface. Simply mount the Side Post Light
to any post and watch it send a pool of light to the base of the post.
Patent-pending ClearVue vinyl dock edging has the same design as our white and black
dock edging, with improvements. The clear PVC allows the consumer to know that their boat
will not have scuff marks or dirty dock edging ever again. They still provide unparalleled
protection but the ClearVue dock edging allows for a clean cut look. Also, because the PVC is
clear, we’re offering the Standard “P” shape edging that includes an interior mounted solar
powered LED rope light.
“Taylor Made developed ClearVue LED Lighting to brighten dock edges and provide a
light that reflects the mood of being on the water,” said David Karpinski, vice president of sales
and marketing for Taylor Made Products. “Then, we developed the ClearVue vinyl dock edging
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to allow the true beauty of a dock to come out. The white and black look nice, but our new clear
dock edging allows the natural wood to be noticed while keeping your hull off the dock edge.”
About Taylor Made Products
Taylor Made Products (www.taylormadeproducts.com), a member of Taylor Made
Group, LLC, is one of the largest and most innovative suppliers of marine aftermarket products,
including buoys, fenders, boat covers, bimini tops, dock products, flags, pennants and hardware.
About Taylor Made Group
Headquartered in Gloversville, N.Y., Taylor Made Group, LLC operates thirteen
facilities in the United States, the Republic of Ireland and the United Kingdom — with additional
licensed affiliates in Australia, New Zealand, and Poland. In business for over 100 years, the
Group is one of the recreational marine industry’s leading and most diversified suppliers —
additionally providing products to numerous other industries, including agriculture, construction,
mass transit, emergency, utility, and off-road vehicle builders, as well as the golf industry,
automotive industry, and more. Employing over 1,000 associates, The Taylor Made Group
distributes its products through a worldwide distribution network.
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